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Summary 

Agility Orthopedics is seeking a strategic and experienced Chief Executive Officer (CEO) who will add value to an 
established and successful practice by exploring and developing strategic initiatives to improve efficiency, quality, and 
a culture of excellence. The CEO will oversee the day-to-day internal operations and represent Agility to external 
partners, regulatory agencies, and the community. The CEO will have a vision for the future of the Practice and engage 
and collaborate with the physicians to achieve practice goals. 
 
Opportunity 

This is a legacy opportunity for a leader to explore new frontiers in Orthopedic practices with a team of dedicated 
professionals. With value-based care becoming ever more important in our health care environment, Agility is 
uniquely positioned as an independent private practice that has strong relationships with the prestigious hospitals in 
the area. There is significant potential for growth. Agility Orthopedics' influence in the musculoskeletal care of 
patients in our community is significant, such as involvement with a free-standing ambulatory surgery center, 
physical therapy, durable medical equipment, pain management and workers compensation.  With Agility's multiple 
decades long existence, roots in the nearby communities run deep.  With the right person, Agility will be able to evolve 
responsibly as a leader in this field, serving the patients in the regional community with value and quality at the 
forefront.  
 
The Organization 

Agility Orthopedics is a private practice located in the Metro North area of Boston.  The practice has experienced 
significant growth in recent years adding 4 new physicians in the last 2 years and opening a second location. Agility 
services the area north of Boston up to southern New Hampshire. Consisting of 10 surgeons and 100 employees, the 
practice covers the disciplines of hand surgery, sports medicine, spine surgery, joint replacement, foot and ankle 
surgery and physiatry/pain management. The practices are in Stoneham and Malden. Physical therapy and 
occupational therapy services are offered at each location. Hospital care is provided to patients in the Beth Israel Lahey 
system and the Wellforce system. The core focus at Agility Orthopedics is to provide excellent musculoskeletal care 
that is timely and compassionate.  
 

The Position  

The responsibilities for this position are broad in scope, encompassing a wide variety of activities requiring rapid shifts 
in priorities. There is a strong demand for high quality, organized and repeatable results in workflow. The Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) will oversee all aspects of the practice operations. This role reports to the physician partners 
and works collaboratively with the administrative leadership. 
 

 Day-to-Day Practice Operations - Staff schedules, conduct team huddles, address patient concerns, meet 
with providers.  

 Strategic Planning - Work with the providers to set long and short-term practice goals. Evaluate business 
opportunities. Alliances with hospitals and other organizations. Prepare Return on Investment (ROI) 
analyses. Consider the need for additional providers and locations and negotiate contracts.  

 Human Resources and Personnel - Resolve conflicts, maintain personnel records, hire/orientate/evaluate/ 
discipline/discharge staff, develop job descriptions and office policies. Maintain payroll and benefits 
programs. 

 Accounting and Financial management - Work with accountants and financial consultants. Monitor practice 
financial performance and produce the necessary reports. Use the relevant data to drive continuous process 
improvement. Manage practice costs through constant review of cost of the supplies and services we use. 
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 Revenue Cycle - Manage the flow of money through the practice. Oversee coding processes, billing 
processes and the accounts receivable. 

 Legal Compliance - Ensure all federal and state laws and guidelines are followed (e.g., OSHA, CLIA, HIPAA, 
FMLA), maintain current licensures and CPR for clinical staff, ensure that medical records are properly 
stored and released. 

 Information technology - Oversee the implementation and maintenance of the appropriate technologies to 
keep the practice competitive. This includes EMR, internet/intranet and telecommunications. 

 Marketing and hospital relationships- Work to strengthen our relationships with the community and with 
the hospitals we serve. Increase our community profile through marketing efforts, Internet, volunteerism.  

 Remain Current in Healthcare Trends - Obtain practice management certifications, maintain professional 
organization memberships, attend continuing education courses/webinars.   

 

The Candidate 
This is primarily a task-focused job, which requires a leadership style that encourages results-driven, task-oriented 
collaboration. This position requires confidence, independent action, initiative, a sense of urgency, and the ability to 
make decisions and take responsibility for them. A well-suited candidate will react and adjust quickly to changing 
conditions and come up with practical ideas for dealing with them. This CEO will demonstrate self-assurance and 
competitive drive.   This person will be a strategic, big picture thinking individual backed by an added focus on the 
tactical aspects of the work. S/he will be a lively and incisive communicator. The CEO will create a disciplined 
process for the workflow and high standards for patient interaction. 
 
The ideal candidate will have a bachelor’s degree with a master’s degree preferred.  In addition, the incumbent will 
have the following attributes: 

 Must be able to effectively communicate with everyone who passes through the office (physicians, clinical 
and administrative staff, patients, external vendors, etc.). 

 Foster positive and actionable feedback to staff.  
 Manage And motivate teams to achieve results. 
 Have the experience of leading medical practices and overseeing disciplines including human resources, 

information technology, office management, revenue cycle management and regulatory compliance.   
 Be an even-tempered, approachable, leader. Be comfortable dealing with the physician owners, making sure 

they all work in the best interests of the Practice.   
 Be comfortable with financial leadership including the accounting, reporting performance, and implementing 

improvements.  
 Should be able to quickly address, mediate, and resolve conflicts during high-stress situations. 
 Possess an eye for detail and capable of streamlining routine office processes. The Practice Manager 

should know when and how to delegate tasks when needed. 
 Have an entrepreneurial spirit that will allow us to grow while staying within our core focus.   

 

 

Critical Success Factors 

Due to rapid growth, the new Chief Executive Officer must refine the organizational structure and assure that the 
organization has the right talent in the right roles. S/he will help to develop and share Agility’s vision of excellence 
with employees so that every patient and community interaction is of the highest quality. Financial systems and 
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structures must be evaluated and reconstructed for the optimization of revenue, efficient capture of information and 
effective reporting.  
  
Success at the 3-month mark would include:  

 A review of revenue cycle processes with establishment of benchmarks to measure future success.   
 An assessment of staffing levels and organizational structure with recommendations for staffing changes, 

as necessary.  
  
Success at the 6-month mark would include:  

 Staffing changes to be in place.  
 Review of all our contracts with proposals for cost savings.  

  
By 12 months: the following benchmarks should be met: 

 Decrease first pass rejection rate on billing by 50%  
 All employees are aware of the mission of the practice and how they contribute to it.  Individual targets will 

have been developed and achievements are rewarded fairly and consistently.  
 Revenue Cycle targets are equal or better than industry benchmarks.  
 Have a clear plan for growth of our ancillaries and office locations for the next 3 years.  

 
Why you will love Agility Orthopedics 

“We are a diverse group that values family life and cares for the well-being of our employees.  Our offices are located 
within 10 miles of downtown Boston allowing the opportunity to live in the city or suburbs. We are close to the White 
mountains and Berkshires as well as beautiful coastal communities from Rhode Island to Maine. We have a proven 
record of growth and the ability to attract physician talent. “  
 
Compensation  

An attractive compensation package will be constructed commensurate with the background and experience of the 
selected candidate.  
 

For More Information 
We welcome and appreciate referrals. Interested parties should send resume and cover letter to AO-
CEO2328@zurickdavis.com. For additional questions, please contact Ellen Mahoney or Myranne Janoff at 
781.938.1975. All contact with our office will remain confidential. 
 

Agility Orthopedics is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 


